








Hi, I am Nan Wei, now studying in MA Art and Design: 
Interdisciplinary Practice program In Birmingham school 
of art.  

I started to research a year and a half ago. The question
is: “what is the relationship between sickness, the body 
and emotions for Diabetes sufferers?” The drive to
explore this comes from my grandfather’s diabetes. We
were very close and his decline in health had a big 
impact on my life. During his sickness, he experienced 
bad moods, influencing his physical health and shortening
his life. Emotions are like the sunglasses of life, they 
affect every moment, but I feel that more and more 
patients ignore the impact of emotions on their health. 
My main objective is to combine my grandfather's 
experience during illness and to communicate with 
patients of diabetes through art and design, inspiring 
them to re-evaluate their emotions and adopt a positive 
outlook.

In my memory, my grandfather became autistic and 
speechless after being diagnosed with diabetes and
lay in bed all year round. Because of diabetes, he 
suddenly became unaware of what was right and how
to eat correctly, so he began  overeating and gave up; 
because diabetes was out of sight, he longed for some 
new information, but he was helpless. The inner world 
of diabetics is lonely and desperate. They wanted to live,
but were tortured by illness. So I hope I can stand-in
the perspective of diabetic patients and create a world
for diabetic patients, with some cute organ characters, 
with the colour of healing, accompany the diabetic 
patients, communicate with them and help them do some 
daily things. These organs have some skills. They can live 
in the body of diabetic patients or real life. Intimate 
companionship encourages and helps people with diabetes 
to actively face diabetes and restore colour and fun to 
your life.

This publication is an illustration memoire based on 
showing my own creative style and characteristics. 
This book is also written for me to revisit my thinking
and exploration in different dimensions.
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Scanning eye sketches

Based on the main theme of diabetes organs, the character was created by combining the visual elements 
of the eyes- as well as some buttons to represent the idea of a diabetes organs. The character is called
Scanning Eye. The eye's skills were expanded and used on reading various items like the words and 
newspapers.

2D Character
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2D Character
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Scanning eye sketches

Just three basic colours are used in order to isolate key shapes.



Big mouth monster

The character with a huge mouth is called Big Mouth Monster, and he has the skills to distinguish 
food for diabetics.

2D Character
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Crying protein 

Protein is still one of the small characters in the food world. He loves crying because he 
is always ignored.

2D Character
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Grandfather

Due to diabetes, sometimes my grandfather feels alone.

2D Character
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2D Sketches
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Happy mental illustration

I researched about the life elements of diabetic patients. Hence, I want to create a happy building 
where my grandfather can live happily and have a happy sunny emotion.

2D Illustration
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Scanning eye

Some days, A little friend came to the house, his name was Scanning Eye.

3D Character
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Big mouth monster

Soon, another little friend called Big Mouth Monster also came.

3D Character
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I used some methods to make these little friends more real.

3D Character
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Process



I started to look for everyday elements in 
my grandfather's life.
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4D Photography
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Photography
I recall countless scenes of the daily lives of people with diabetes.



Photography

My grandfather's desk, inedible food, unreadable text, uninterrupted water...

4D Photography
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Daily life of diabetes

This is a simulation of a daily life scene of diabetes based on the results of research on the daily 
characteristics of some diabetes patients. I combined photography, 2d illustrations and 3d characters 
to do a re-creation to show some virtual fun in the real world.

The organ characters accompanied my grandfather and helped him so that he was no longer alone and 
afraid.

 Short video  00:36

https://www.weinan-wei.com/guardians-of-the-organs

4D Short film
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Visual Plan
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Video Display Wall

Some video works will be 
display in here. 

Introduction Label
Include: title, name, 
online publication web.

Virtual Publication

Use Cinema4D to create publication.



Virtual exhibition
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Use projector to show video content.

Video display

https://www.weinan-wei.com/guardians-of-the-organs



Virtual exhibition

Virtual publication

Use Cinema4D to create publication.
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https://www.weinan-wei.com/publication


